The challenges with systems providing situational
awareness or common operational picture are
mutual to any other information technology
system. ObSAS offers a comprehensive solution
to one of the major and most expensive
challenges; operational lifetime. Adoption of the
latest technologies and innovations into the
current and future releases of the system makes
ObSAS future proof.
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ObSAS

Advanced Situational Awareness
ObSAS is a highly modular situational awareness system. It is totally hardware
independent and can be implemented for virtually any size installation from a
single reconnaissance vehicle to a full nationwide network of sensors. The user
interface is adaptive, modern and easy to learn. ObSAS system architecture is
designed for maximal scalability.

Seamless Integration

Connectivity & Compatibility

The quality of information depends on the technology

ObSAS features a robust selection of communication

and systems providing it. With ObSAS you are free to

and connectivity options. For sensor data ObSAS

choose the best technologies to provide accurate and

supports serial (RS232, RS485, RS422) and ethernet

reliable operational picture according to your mission

(wifi, TCP/IP) as well as analog (current loop, voltage,

requirements.

pulse, all types of I/O and relay) communication.

ObSAS is 100% hardware independent. Therefore,

ObSAS provides various documented options to

your existing, proven hardware can be implemented

interface (API/ICD) with other systems such as C4I,

as part of the new system. The ObSAS connects with

C4ISR, BMS, etc. ObSAS is also NATO ATP-45C/D/E

virtually any sensor or device which sends data.

compatible for CBRN applications.

Fast and lightweight

Communication can be wired or wireless (wifi, radio,

ObSAS has been designed to be used in variety of
situations and does not require massive servers or
data centers for operation. For most installations a
standard laptop will suffice.*

3G, 4G/LTE, RG). The amount and type of data will be
optimized for each communication system.

Long term solution
ObSAS by Observis Oy is an investment for the future.

The system is fast, lightweight and easy to operate.

Observis Oy has a strong international growth strategy

All necessary info is available at a quick glance. On

with partners in chosen countries and with activities

multi-monitor setups you can arrange views between

in many customer segments. The company is growing

displays to your preference. The user interface is

steadily both in terms of revenue and staff. Based on

highly usable and customizable enabling fast and

the versatile knowledge of the staff, Observis Oy is

accurate response to potential events or incidents.

capable to provide system design and life cycle

Responsive and Reactive
User Interface

management including sensor recommendations and
system architecture as well as data and power
networks.

The ObSAS user interface is unlike anything else on the
market. It’s been designed and realized with latest tools
and guidelines for responsiveness, scalability and
usability.

ObSAS is in constant development and new
technologies and procedures are implemented on a
steady pace. This means the ObSAS will always be up
to date and ready to integrate new devices and other

The same user interface can be scaled for any

systems. Your system will never become obsolete

environment and for any situational awareness

anymore since the situation where your old software

requirement and can be used with either mobile or

can not work with your new hardware is a thing of the

desktop devices.

past.

*The server requirements depend on installation size. Bigger installations and simulations will require more robust hardware

ObSAS SOLVES KEY ISSUES
You have existing proven hardware
but need a new situational awareness
system

New devices not compatible with
existing system

ObSAS can replace your existing software and

Replace your existing dated system with ObSAS and

integrate your familiar proven hardware as a part of

you are free to choose the best new hardware you

an entirely new system.

need regardless of manufacturer and connection

Existing systems no longer receive
updates and features
ObSAS is future proof. It is constantly under
develpement and new functionalities are added on
a steady pace as well as known issues are fixed

ObSAS can bridge the gap between old and new.

requirements.

Too many systems for similar tasks
ObSAS is scalable. The same software can be
implemented for all your measurement systems and
integrated as a network of different hardware.

within a short time frame
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